continued... need report a thing I decidedly dislike was daily getting worse.
At the same time my duty to my child as well as an act of justice to you
to show you plainly the proper course it was done in so exceedingly bitter;
but your good Nature is too honest in all the way not to have done just as I did.
You were welcomed here almost as a child of my own and freely did rejoined
in your conduct and truly did rejoined
to receive you into one of us. As soon as
I saw your measure to my daughter the
I joined me to do it. I tried measures to
show you early inquired it could not be
the lady I had to color you a stranger for
the time being and write as I did.
By and by we will all be as of the thing.

had never occurred and you will be at
home again at Faxwood. I assure
you from both & s. I know it best all
our foundations of this kind should be
in the happiness of the wiser

Very your friend

E. H. Browne